Award for Distinguished Scientific Early Career Contributions to Psychology: Julie D. Golomb.
The APA Awards for Distinguished Scientific Early Career Contributions to Psychology recognize psychologists who have demonstrated excellence early in their careers and have held a doctoral degree for no more than 9 years. One of the 2019 award winners is Julie D. Golomb, "for outstanding research on the intricate relationship between eye movements, visual perception, attention, and memory. Julie D. Golomb's work relies on creative behavioral experimentation, advanced functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) methods, and rigorous analysis to reveal the importance of 'eye-centered' retinotopic representations at many levels of the human visual system. Her work has expanded our understanding of how visual information is updated and integrated across successive eye movements, thereby allowing us to achieve a conscious impression of a stable visual world." (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved).